
FCC Quarterly Issues and Program List Report - First Quarter 2018

Program Front Page; a news and public affairs program airing Monday - Fridays 4:30 AM - 6:00 AM, Hosted by Ms. Dominique DiPrima

Date Time Topic Guest Host (Guest) Discussion Topics
1/1/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM New Year's Day Music only
1/2/2018 Black Agenda Odess Reiley Jr. Starlett Quarles President of WLM financial LLC an Inglewood based Real Estate and Lending Firm.  Founding Member of the Young Black Los Angeles Democrats.  2003 he co-founded Baby Boomer Consulting, Inc. a non-profit organization which vision is to provide youth with the life skills and training essential for success in today's competitive society.  Odest has implemented plans to improve the academic achievement of South Los Angeles Inner City Schools by challenging students to meet higher academic standards.

Derek Steele Trained as an engineer, Steele finds teamwork to be a fundamental pillar of how he leads SJLI's Health Equity Programs.  Following a hypertension diagnosis, he and his family began evaluating the food options in their community and similar communities.  Finding very few affordable and healthy food options, the solution needed was for the community to develop a local food movement.  C-Architect of the 100 Seeds of Change initiative with Nicole Steele.  He now oversees all health focused operations and programs offered by SJLI as well as providing policy and advocacy leadership which articulate the community's health priorities.
Joh Wood Jr. Writer, Thinker, a former nominee for Congress and the nation's youngest AA Republican nominee in 2014.  Wood's platform includes a dramatic tax implication as well as pension and welfare reform; a security-first immigration plan; health-savings accounts and personal accounts with safeguards for Social Security.

1/3/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Our Economic Future Starlett Quarles Creating and Sustaining Black Wealth
Antwon Gibson Analytics at Saatchi & Saatchi, Math and Finance Guru and Elder in the Church
Thomas TJ Laughton CEO of three Manufacturing business for auto parts sold globally
Jeran Person-Lynn Brass Knuckle Finance, Financial Activist and Personal Wealth

1/4/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM State of Black Churches Starlett Quarles Today's Black Church, Hypocrisy, Fear, Conservatism, Prosperity, Sheep Poor - Shepard isn't?
Rev. Dr. Lewis Logan Rouach Christian Fellowship Church
Rev. Debra K. Mann's Virtuous Woman Ministries Inc.
Rev Jarean Christopher O'Neal Fountain of Love Christian Center of Family

1/5/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Our History with Trauma Starlett Quarles The intergenerational effects of Slavery and Racism
Gayle Johnson Slave Memorabilia - Sable Images
Impu KaMoot Kemetic Priest
Michael Norville Visual Effects Artists, Filmmaker and Producer

1/8/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM New Media Monday Miles Bloxsom Net Neutrality is at risk.  Several petitions have been filed at the FCC to override their decision to deregulate the broadband industry.  Major security breach with apple that affected millions.  The spectra bug infected the apple ISO system
Financial Attorney Yancy Cautions listeners about filing for bankruptcy.  Some are in denial and think they were the only way to dig your self out of a financial hole.  There are alternatives.

1/9/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Call ins Pamela Sees a lot of young people especially neighbors smoking during pregnancy and want to share a song
Wendall Didn't get to the cabin for 2017, but it was remarkable.  You, encouraging for the sample to Ronn and Berg with me to Susan for him with her new way of life.
Forest Did you know there is a Black Bag I plan on TV shows on cable so when you select any of them and the cable company charges a higher price.  Going to look at streaming TV.
Mr. Lee Thinks Oprah would be a fantastic candidate for President
Frank Happy New Year, noticed a bulletin board with gay several issues with MLK BLVD.  Need to find a way to remove it.

1/10/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Wellness - Health Dr. Paul Wallace Cosmetic Dermatologist; How to look at your face and skin as a major component of your health.  During the winter people suffer from winter itch, skin rash caused by not having enough moisture.  Hot showers feel great, however they take all the natural oil out of your skin.  Shower or bath in cool water and use a heavy moisturizer on your face.  Dehydration affects heart, lungs and vital organs.  Water is essential to good health.
1/11/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Astrology Saharah Ali The master digit vibration is asking us to embrace self love and beautification and confidence.  Two is the number of partnerships, of balance, of the masculine and feminine energy, supporting a higher spiritual purpose.  2018 is balance on the intentional transformation that will be taking place.

Politics Cirilo Manego Campaign Associate in Washington DC - Non profit The Hub Project.  Decided to be an activist when he was working for the DA's office and a co-worker sat him down showed him a chart of all the Latino men who were incarcerated.  He knew that something needed to be done to help his community.
1/12/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Call ins Coach E Robert - When we don't speak up we will end up having an environmental disaster n our country.  The racist immigration policy that Trump is trying to implement not only affects Latinos but Africans and other people of color living in this country.

Eddie - I see young people, the Millennials out there making a difference for their generation, so instead of folks ridiculing them we must encourage them to keep up the good fight and stand proud behind them.
Eva - If we do not pay attention we are going to loose Southwest College without going into details.  We must pay attention to the students who go there.
Shayon - We have to remind Trump, especially after he called African countries S- Holes.  Europeans were in the dark ages for many years until the Moors came along and taught them how to be civilized.

1/15/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM MLK - Holiday Dr. Gerald Horne Discusses Dr. Martin Luther King Jr's speech he gave at Riverside Church in 1969, upper Manhattan when he talked about the war on Vietnam and risked his relationship with the White House and newspapers.  Known fact, Dr. King was targeted in 1956 by the FBI and the investigation was designed to destabilize the civil rights movement
Caller Wendall I will always remember what Rev. Lawson said "We have come so far, but yet we haven't".
Caller Royce The tax bill is racist because it will affect the poor people the hardest and then the middle class.  It will devastate all non-profit organizations which are mostly churches.

1/16/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Caller Fred In agreement with Congresswoman Waters to boycott Donald Trump's State of the Union Speech
Caller Rosalyn There was a queen the ruled over England by the name of Queen Charlotte that many people are not familiar with.  So Meghan Markle is not the first Black woman to marry into British Royalty.
Caller Keyaka Black people's loyalty and relationship with the democratic party is toxic.  We should stick to the issues and not lose our focus.

1/17/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Politics Dr. David Horne
Mayor James Butts Has a combined 39 years in public safety, municipal government and education.

Vision for Inglewood:  Starting with Century Blvd in the middle of a three year project to reconstruct, slated to reopen in 2019.  Imperial Hwy is slated to be finished in 2019.  The Forum is the largest concert venue in the state.  Lastly, 27 Million dollar Senior center has just opened and soon the new football stadium will open with 5,000 square ft. of retail and business spaces.
1/18/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Astrology Saharah Ali Healing tools to support the management of our bodies during flu season.  We are taught that the flu is a virus and the body is not strong.  Contrary to this belief, the flu is when our body is in poor health du to medication, diet and emotional stress.  Spirituals say colds and flu are unconsciously to escape conflict in our lives.  Learn your body and find ways to destress while keeping the body healthy.

Politics Ed Sanders President of ES Advisors Group, was very surprised by Mueller's team going after Trump.  Even during the holidays as the investigation picked up as there was an indictment coming sooner than later.



1/19/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Coach E Eric Nall
Caller RK Things have not changed in 400 years.  Black men players sat back and watch him get kicked out of the league.  Every Black player should've stopped playing when Kaepernick was not signed to a team.
Caller Big Phil Birthday is today, learned that Meghan Markle and Misty Copeland lived 30 minutes from each other growing up.
Caller Pastor Prince Not happy that marijuana is legal.  Trying to prevent it from coming to Compton.  Compton needs be
Caller Karen Weed is recreational but the youngsters don't understand when they apply for a job the drug test will hurt them, they will not get the job.  Feels like a set up.

1/22/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM New Media Monday Miles Bloxsum Facebook latest news feed will not be featuring news because they screwed up in the news election but what's happening is FB is taking a survey of what trusted news sources people go to and then they will prioritize the news sources on their feed instead of letting everyone in.
Politics Adia May, Esq. Discusses the activist movement converging with entertainment is this a unique moment in HW and does this impact business opp and the bottom line.  Thinks as we see the course of events in the recent weeks it has been heightened with the voices and the supporter of women have been blasted in the media and woman seem to be capitalizing on the opportunity.  The bigger conversation that's stirring, we also see in business that pay disparities are now being discussed and it is timely.  We have the push and the significant motivation that hopefully will keep moving forward.

1/23/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Caller Ronald There is so much going on with the Trump situation messing around with Stormy Daniels, the porn chick.
Caller Victoria In November 2017 there was a section 8 lotto and when I applied it was mostly Hispanic and I was asked if I was Mexican 3 times.  I am a senior with a disability.  I'm angry and frustrated.
Caller Rodney We must focus on what we want and we have to keep 45 in our peripheral vision.
Caller Wendall In the 2016 general election there were 240 Million people who were eligible to vote and only 100 Million that decided not to exercise their right.   We must do a better job and the situation were in with 45 and the only way to take his power is to vote in the midterm it is so vital we have to do this. 

1/24/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Politics Dr. Melina Abdullah Major Victory in the retirement of Chief Charlie Beck.  Had about 100 folks join at Los Angeles Community action network and for the last 16 weeks we've been in front of the DA's office Jackie Lacey demanding that she fire Chief Charlie Beck and prosecute the police that killed our people.  Over 300 people over the last 5 years have been killed and she has chosen not to prosecute.
Freeway Rick Ross Dorsey graduate, couldn't get a scholarship to college.  Began selling crack cocaine as a teen.   Now speaking at Brown, Stanford, UCLA, traveling the world educating people.  Now an author, documentarian, producer and actor.  Out of prison two years ago, telling his story and tying the CIA directly to the selling of crack in the Black community.
Caller Ronald What are you doing to repair all of the lives that were ruined?  Doesn't deserve any credit at all.  He destroyed many lives.

Response Hopes people will read my book to help themselves and finally got to the point where I have forgiven myself and using my experience to help people.
1/25/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Real Estate Michael Joseph 360 Remodeling.  A home has to be maintained depending on what shape you purchased the home in.  Encourages people to get durable products so people don't have to make changes and get products that are energy efficient to save money.

Theatre Lula Washington Founder and Artistic Director of Lula Washington Dance Theater.  Grew up in the Nickerson Garden complex and was inspired to dance after a teacher took her to see Alvin Ailey.  The highlight of my life is that I had a vision of dancing and my dream came true.  My determination came after I was told that I couldn't do it.  I did everything I could to prove to myself that I could do it.  F
1/26/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Judge Kevin Ross

Coach E Eric Nall It's almost the end of football season and the number 1 issue is concussions.  The protocol for the athlete to reenter the sport is of concern.  Continue the evaluation of the athletes because the brain takes quite a bit of time to completely heal and it maybe able to function normally but not completely heal.
Caller Bill Trump is getting away with murder and thinks Mueller will bring him down.
Caller Angela Thinks Sprint is ripping off customers because every month my bill comes out it's more.
Caller Fred It's stupid for Trump to think someone is going to pay for the wall to keep out Mexicans.
Caller Church Why would the gymnastic organization put a male doctor to examine little girls is the question.  This has been on my mind for over 30 years.

1/29/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM New Media Monday Rashida Jones Founder of the tech convergence event in Leimert Park - Tecyoself.  Tec Leimert acknowledges that technology is shifting paradigms and erasing boundaries.  Creating a new and dynamic digital ecosystem that is providing audiences with the convenience of augmenting and sharing content virtually anywhere, anything.
Entertainment meets technology head on.  Such as music, like the Grammy Awards in film such as Netflix and Hulu.  Tec Leimert is breaking down barriers on how Black people can break into the entertainment business.  It's about driving commerce to South Los Angeles.

Politics Tavis Smiley Talk Show host and author.  Called for a serious conversation about men and t and author.  Weeks ago he called for a serious conversation about men and women in the workplace where the line is drawn.  What is the appropriate protocol?  The polling is all over the place and about what men and women think about the issues and the generational divide.  Too many unanswered questions.
1/30/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Caller Ronald Blake Griffin getting traded to Detroit.  Didn't see it coming.  Prince should've won album of the year.  Congratulations on the new Michael Baisden Show.

Caller Wendall It's about time the Cleveland Indians name changed.  If you look at the college landscape it changed but the NFL is fighting for keeping the racist names of their teams.  Fed up with the Grammy Awards and what is the title "Urban Music".  James Brown, Sly Stone and George Clinton have never been nominated for a Grammy.  Only nominated for Lifetime Achievement Awards.
Caller RK In memory of Laquan McDonald.   Waiting for Omarosa to write a book "The Spook that sat by the Door too I need my Black card Back".

1/31/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM History Merira Kwesi Lecturer on African History presents exciting and educational, visually documented multimedia productions based on her examination of the culture and history of the continent.  Lecturing on ancient Kush to the Black Lion.
Ashwa Kwesi Egypt is not the beginning of civilization we have to go back to the mother which is the Nile River the Longest River in the world.  Asia and Europe even through one of their own Darwin said Africa is where you must look if you want to look at the origin of humanity.

2/1/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Health Coach E Eric Nall How to train without injury.  Protecting players.  The NFL Social Justice funds.  #TakeaKnee and whether football will survive the concussion and protest crisis.
Brandon Mebane An American Football defensive tackle for the LA Chargers.  NFL team met with the team President and told law enforcement to do what they needed to do.  Had a long uncomfortable discussion over a week.

Astrology Saharah Ali The spiritual purpose of an eclipse is dramatic, it is designed to make us stop and pay attention to our lives that need change.
2/2/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Avi Bernard

Caller Morris There is a book that is written called "When they call you a terrorist memoirs of Black Lives Matter.   Was listening to an interview with a BLM activist say democracy was an aspiration not a man station.  Believes we have a responsibility to leave the next generation a voice.
Caller Julie Has a Black Media company in Detroit with affiliates in Cincinnati and Chicago.  We cover the democratic convention all over the country and around town so there is black media out here.
Caller Coco The Legendary Edwin Hawkins Passing.  Mainstream media barely whispered his passing which is unfair.  He was recording back in 1969 and one of his famous songs was "Oh Happy Day".
Caller Mollybelle Roland Bynum did a big tribute to Edwin Hawkins on the Old School Block Party.  Enjoyed the TV series Black Lighting.  Wondering if Panther will be at the Pan African Film Festival?  The 12 year old girl that was charged with discharging her weapon by accident.

2/5/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM History Dr. Julianne Malveaux A labor  economist, author and insightful, progressive commentator.  Here contributions to the public dialogue on issues such as race, culture, gender and their economic impacts are shaping public opinion in 21st Century America.  Discussing Nunex Memo:  It appears that if you work for the FBI then you can't have a political opinion and if you do and you allow it to seep into your work then you're let go.  This is dangerous and discredits the FBI.  In discrediting the FBI you leave room for firing Rosenstein or Mueller and if you look at the memo it allows room for questions and doubts.
Dr. Melina Abdullah Professor Cal State LA, #BLM Organizer, Pan-Africanist, Hip Hop Scholar.  Update on Black Lives Matter.  Participated in the Oscars this year.  Patrisse Cullors went on stage with 9 other activist when Audra Day and Common performed their song "STAND".  It was important because we have been given the narrative that BLM and Black People are no longer the people "dejour".  

New Media Monday Miles Bloxson People are trying to capitalize - monetize via their apps.  Snapchat is now selling clothes through the discover tab and their saying if you see something you like grab it before it disappears.  If you can go to the search page on Snapchat you can find out items available.
2/6/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Caller David Black Panther is a game changer but still black filmmakers making films just for the sake of making a movie, we are still missing a film missing about the moors.

Caller Ronald The writing for Black Panther just blew him away.  The beginning of the movie had a picture of Huey Newton on the wall and the apartment was in Oakland and the minerals the enemy is trying to take is what white people want from Africa now.
Caller Mollybelle National Reparations Day and even though Mr. Peoples made his transition there will be a candlelight vigil at Dragnu Park 839 South Central Avalon.
Caller Rachel Is the lunch room shaming happening in the Los Angeles, Compton and Watts areas?

2/7/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Civil Rights Danny Glover Actor, Activist - This is a special year for the Pan African Film Festival since it's inception in 1992 and continued to support it to this day.  People want to see their own images on screen when Hollywood pretty much controls what is being seen worldwide.



Caree Haper, Esq In Support of Reginald Thomas Jr. will be congregating in front of City Hall in Pasadena.  He was killed after being tased repeatedly and beaten, kicked and punched.  He called 911 for help and ended up dead.
Shaneeah One of the mothers of Reginald Thomas rally today.  We want everyone to know that Reginald loved his family and his children and were copying with the pain daily.  The children are taking it the hardest and we've come together as a family to support each other.  We want the Pasadena police to be held accountable for their actions.

2/8/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Astrology Saharah Ali Happy about Black History Month because it supports the reflection of our ancestors, our strength and being proud of the shoulders we stand on.  Especially right now as we watch technology change the whole concept of living.
Entertainment Babu Pan African Film Festival Founder - The reason why the acting community support our festival is that we make it our business to highlight Black artist, to show their work.  There are very few places they can go to get feedback from middle class people.

Woye Appoline wOye African Filmmaker, Daughter of a United Nations Representative discusses her films Borders (2017), Kounandi (2004) and The Price of Ignorance (2000) which she wrote and directed.  She enjoys telling stories about women from all over Africa and the hardships they face in their countries.
2/9/2019 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Caller Toya As a community we need to learn how to keep together and we are quick to criticize. 

Caller Eva Toya is on point.  Went to a rally against violence but was told not to ask questions, but just be present.  Very confusing.
Caller Morris There is a book called an American Syndrome written by Betsy Hartmann you need to get familiar with this particular literature to understand what is going on today.
Mollybelle Enjoyed Stevie Wonder on Mac and Amichi with Charlie Wilson.  When Dominique is not in the studio her team does an excellent job holding it down.

2/12/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Outreach Dr. Mable John Founder of Joy Community Outreach - Tomorrow beginning at 11:00 AM we are having the first food giveaway in 2018.  We give all kinds of food, toilettes through December 2018.  Look forward to people who want to stretch their dollars and eat healthy.  All the food is free and will help with special food for their diets.
Film, Television Sabrine Marie Creator and Writer of new television series called "Adulting".  A graduate of Spelman college.  Her first project is all about exploring her adulthood in college and that reflects real life.

Christina Ford Also a graduate of Spelman College - The series reflects real life. Storytellers were so excited to bring the story to life.
Jasmyne Cooner Writer and Director for "Adulting" , describes this series gives us a platform to show our talent.  Adulting is a new word that describes being responsible like paying your bills on time etc. the things your parents are not doing for you anymore.

Intervention Skipp Townsend The Second Call is a community based organization designed to assist in the personal development of individuals who are at risk.  Youth, Ex-felons, parolees and others who society disregards.  Second Call believes that by enlarging the scope of individuals lives and working a coordinated strategy with education, employment housing health insurance and substance abuse counseling.
2/13/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Caller CP Don’t hear enough about AJWeber.  It seems like everything is at a stand still.

Caller Donald Thanks Stevie for us to have a platform to speak about what is happening in our communities.
Caller Carrie Did you see the article by Omarosa?  If we get rid of Trump that Pence would be worse.
Caller Wendall Omarosa is speaking the truth when she says we don't want Pence for President

2/14/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM African Politics Dr. Gerald Horne President Jacob Zuma who was elected in 2009 is a Donald Trump five years into office.  He is an embarrassment to the ANC.  The largest political party in South Africa.  He has helped put the Black control in Africa in jeopardy and is associated with corruption and lies.
American Politics Ed Saunders President of ES Advisors.  Beating your wife and then lying about it to protect your job but the bigger issue is the strength of the chief of staff and General Kelly is on the path of being removed which would make the second.  If you watch the Rachel Maddow show she has a diagram of all the senior officials let go that seem to keep growing.

Dr. Melina Abdullah
2/15/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Astrology Saharah Ali A new moon is in solar eclipse exposes what we have swept under the rug for so long.  It resets our vital organs clearing away baggage and help us gain our footing in our lives.

Health Dr. Bill Releford A podiatric Surgeon - specializes in diabetic amputation prevention.  In an effort to reduce the astronomical diabetes-related amputation rate experience by African Americans
History LeGrand Clegg, Esq Noted authority in African And American History and culture for well over 35 years.  His video production is entitled "When Black Men Ruled The World".

2/16/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Avi Bernard
Caller El Nubian Going to see Black Panther tomorrow and been searching for my first issue of the comic Black Panther from 1966.
Caller Carl I can't vote for Villaraigosa because he will only get his people in.  What is he going to do about the homeless crisis and the gun laws?
Caller RK Wants to commemorate all the Black athletes that were born this month:  Hank Aaron, Michael Jordan, Charles Barkley and a host of others.
Caller Lynette We are living in interesting times.  All the school shootings and all our politicians want to do is make a speech.

2/19/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Politics Congresswoman Waters 43rd District - The tax bill goes into conference to reconcile the differences and if the two parties can agree then it will go to the President.  Some of the members of the Senate that I was looking to shoot down this bill, let us down.
Health Dr. Gail Wyatt Clinical psychologist, sex therapist and professor at UCLA.  Been writing about sexual harassment since 1980.  One in 5 women will be sexually harassed and people don't believe it.  Now people are contacting me and saying that I was right.  Most women do not report it due to the fear of retribution.  This happened to Anita Hill and no one believed her.  But when it comes to white women it's a different story.

2/20/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Caller Robert We are really at a crossroads with the Russian corruption.  The conflict of interest and collusion.  It's sad when you see 45 has violated his oath to protect this country at all means.
Caller Rich On the 14th Donald Trump Jr will be in India.  Isn't that a conflict of interest?
Caller General Jeff I said don't vote for Measure HHH and got blasted for it because it defies common sense and logic.  There was not enough money to help us.
Caller Wendall General Jeff has brought awareness to the Homeless situation.
Caller Sharon Black Panther made dark skin look beautiful and thoroughly enjoyed the film.

2/21/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Wellness - Health Dr. Nathan Rabb Traditional Naturopath, not a medical doctor.  It is imperative that we learn how to fortify our bodies with proper nutrients.  Every time I hear the commercial about the flu and how it affects African American community more then at the end it says by Pfizer.  Anything to do with the company is bad news because it is a billion dollar company.  We need to stop listening to the bogus commercial.  Keep yourself healthy by eating healthy foods all year round.
History Dr. Salim Faraji Dr. Faraji's research and scholarship represents the cutting edge of Africana Transdisciplinary, transgressing the traditional boundaries of Religious studies, African History and Nubian studies.

The Black Panther movie was cinematography at its best in terms of representation of African people and culture.  The film did an excellent job to represent the different African Cultures.  I think the film was an attempt to give reference to all of the tribes.
2/22/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Astrology Saharah Ali The moon and void today is causing me to be very emotional.  So the moon is not in any sign.  So, we have an opportunity to be our authentic self.

History and Politics Dr. Gerald Horne Doing a lecture Friday to reassess how far Black History has gone and how far we must go.  As a group as a people we really have gotten better since 1968.  It is an evaluation, an assessment where we stand now and the Afrofuturism to Black Panther.
Politics Dr. Melina Abdullah a Justice warrior for Black Lives is to support Black activist and others who are fighting for Black liberation.  We call our self sword and shield on the legal front line of Black liberation.   We support people who help Black people be free.

2/23/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Dr. Bill Releford Dedicated his life to developing innovative medical as well as outreach strategies to promote the adoption of healthier lifestyles that will ultimately decrease the amputation rate in underserved communities.
New book "Art to the 3rd. Power:  Restore, Refine and Relaunch".  You must find time to eat healthy, meditate and exercise to maintain a health mind.

Caller Deven The Black Women in Black Panther were beautiful and one of the best characters in the film.   The movie was superb and will go see it for the 3rd time.
Caller Sassy Love the conversation about the movie Black Panther.  It was one of the best movies I have ever seen.
Caller Mrs. Tina I took my 80 year old neighbor to see Black Panther.  She normally makes comments about our community but when she saw that movie she had tears rolling down her eyes.  She had never seen so many beautiful Black women in her life.



Caller Jeffrey Guns should be registered and insured by individuals and make sure the person who buys a gun know how to use it responsibly.
2/26/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM New Media Monday Miles Bloxsom Kylie Jenner shut down snapchat with her comment about disliking the new app.  Their stocks plummeted by 8% through the power of her words.  Airbnb is getting targeted for basically low budgeting hotels which are much more expensive to stay in.

Politics and History Dr. Gerald Horne Nigeria has been issuing inflating stories about Boko Haram which may have been good for the government short term but in the long term it is helping to complicate the struggle to suppress those religious zealots.  
The government could make Boko Haram stronger and cause the economy to become weaker in Nigeria.  Boko Haram is cited in the North of the Country.  They claim to be Muslim and their name means western education is forbidden and they think girls should be barefoot and pregnant.

2/27/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Caller Athena Black Panther movie was a good movie.  Wants to encourage people to go see the film.  The film represented everything that I envision for my people.
Caller David Black Panther had 2 clean up writers to make the movie good.  Tyler Perry shouldn't be in a rush and actually use clean up writers because his films can be bad.
Caller Big Money Griff Enjoyed Black Panther movie.  Denzel Washington educated Boseman Chadwick.  We need to have deadbolt locks with metal doors to protect our children
Caller Mark We need to form a nationwide legal service.  My friend and I are trying to come up with a solution for veterans to protect our schools.
Caller Wendall Sending condolence to the Cosby family in the lose of their daughter.  Thinks the officer that didn't help the children during the Florida shooting was terrified after hearing the kind of gun shots.

2/28/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Wellness - Health Tiana Oliver Creator of Cardyoga, a yoga practice that uses a flow of poses which elevate and maintain an increased heart rate while improving flexibility in your body and strengthening your muscles.
Janeshia Adams-Ginyard An American Stunt woman, actor, wrestler and sports radio personality.
Jermaine Brantley Hollywood Mover and Shaker was his dream.  Hard work combined with talent paid off. He not only resides in Hollywood, he has secured the titles of actor, stuntman and first unit movie electrician.

3/1/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Astrology Saharah Ali The last full moon of winter is 11 degrees Virgo which means the number 11 in numerology represents healing, life energy awakening and higher consciousness Virgo is in charge of the mundane aspect in our lives that part of us that allows us to provide service to ourselves and others including in conjunction with Pisces sun.  We are now in the time of changes and growth.
Politics Atima Omara First African American and 5th woman to serve as the President of the Young Democrats of American for 2 years in it's 80 year history.  Launched her new consulting firm Omara Strategy Group, based in Washington DC.  This Black Woman owned political consulting firm will dedicate its work to electing progressive people of color, women and LGBTQ candidates to public office.
Law Brian Dunn, Esq Many high profile police misconduct cases.  Most recently achieved a significant settlement in the federal civil rights case brought on behalf of the family of slain Marine Sergeant Manual Loggins in 2008.  New LA Police Chief Korrine Gaines case.  Baltimore corruption and more.

3/2/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Caller Charles Let's go spend a billion dollars with each other.  Just like we supported Black Panther, Let's support Black Businesses.
Caller Vicky One of the many people who is overweight and working on losing my weight.  Going to miss her postal family.  Anthony Maxwell and Johnny Petri made their transitions.  Can't wait for Tuesday when we can discuss Black Panther.
Coach E Eric Nall Appreciates the community of LA and Inglewood for embracing his family and the things he has been able to do over the past 30 years wit his youth program and training programs.
Caller Anthony Shared his life story of homeless at 15, stayed in a shelter for 5 year, diagnosed with HIV and began living life his life was over.  Appreciate the prior caller saying SSI is a n earned benefit, not a welfare check.

3/5/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Open mic Marie Deary Wealth Management talks about how to get out of debt and save money for the future.
Avi Bernard Being a procrastinator he decided to call Marie to help him with his taxes. To his surprise his tax return was larger than he imagined.  We have to find ways to get the maximum tax credit to give incentive to file.
Caller Peggy In a battle with the Franchise Tax Board, was homeless for 2 years and there is something called hardship and the IRS is making me show every receipt I was reimbursed money from my SSI and received around 30K.  Why?
Caller Sister Dollar Researched IRS tax code, said you don't have to pay taxes in this country if you are not a US Citizen
Marie Deary Reponses If you live in this country and a citizen of the US even a permanent resident, you have to pay taxes.

3/6/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Caller David Black Panther was a game changer
Caller Ronald So caught up in the Black Panther movie it blew me away and was shocked that it was that good.  The Black Panther Party started in Oakland and the opening of the film was in Oakland and a picture of Huey Newton on the wall.  Loved the Movie
Caller Sam In my life, my child was in school and I approached the teacher and had child protective services called on me for an inquiry.
Caller Monica Daughter was accepted to Pitzer college.  She's apart of young Black Scholars and just wanted to spread the good news.

3/7/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Politics Dr. Melina Abdullah Watched the Oscars this year only because Patrisse Cullors and nine other Black people were going to be on stage along with Common and Audra Day.  A new report from the economic policy institute that in the last 50 years that Black people have actually moved backwards so since the Kerner Commission Report in 1968 were actually worse off so we need to keep saying Black Lives Matter.
Community John Weber Father of slain teenager Anthony Weber, killed by Los Angeles Sheriff was devastated when he saw his son's back with nine bullet holes.  He feels the Sheriff's department is ignoring him and not doing enough as far as the investigation goes.

3/8/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Astrology Saharah Ali A spiritual architect who utilizes life coaching tools, spiritual techniques, yoga and meditation to help clients build their own best life.
Global Travel Betty Arnold Chairperson of African Focus Incorporated, a non profit organization that did the African Dance Contest, the African Goodwill awards and does the trip to African every year.  African focus is on the relationship of Africans and African Americans.  The collaboration that is in place and needs to strengthen as we move forward.  It is important to erase the stereotype about the relationship between us.

Paul Babatunde Disagrees with General Jeff's statement about Africans not understanding the African American struggle.  Helping each other goes deeper than the physical realm its spiritual guidance the leads us to helping one another.
Politics Dr. Gerald Horne Would like to believe the books he writes about Africa are not disputed because he is not from Africa, but respected from his research of the continent.  There is still an imbalance between both cultures that needs to be repaired.
Community General Jeff Skid Row Activist - Last year said that a well know LA Pastor should not be over an African American Church because as an African he could not understand the issue of African Americans.  My statements are those of the people on the streets.  Historically there are issues in the hood that Africans overseas can't understand what were going through.

3/9/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Caller Morris The doctrine of discovery by Donald N Paul fundamentally opposes the doctrine of Jesus Christ and we need to speak the truth to the youth.
Caller Good Heart and Good prayer will get you a good workout.  Why does Asa Brown want to leave the city after the many allegations about her stealing from the city.
Coach E Eric Nall Three tips to change your body system.  Push up, get on your knees, stomach on matt and push up.  It will start strengthening your upper body and you will start burning calories.  Using  dumbbells, bend at your waist, put your elbows back behind you, lifting the weights this is a pull mechanism it will help you activate your muscles.  The squat as you lower to the ground as you come up push up on your heals and squeeze your buttock.
Caller Fred Reports have it that Kamala Harris has her eye on the White House in 2020.
Caller Andre What is the story of another officer in Venice not charged with Brendon Glen's murder.  Jackie Lacey is still not doing anything.

3/12/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM New Media Monday Miles Bloxsom The YouTube game is to get people to subscribe your page to in order to get paid for example a guy put his head inside a microwave with a cement tube in his mouth for air with his friends assisting him he smashed his head in the cement and he got stuck in the microwave.  Called the fire department to free him.  He already had 5 million views and 5 million likes.   People will do anything for clicks because that's how people get paid. 
Community Dr. Mable John Joy in Jesus Ministries - Gives away food and clothing without any strings attached.  Everything is usable and the food is edible.  Address given and start time.
Politics Jasmyne Cannick Journalist talked about homelessness and the scams that are taking place.  Folks renting homes and renting out rooms, sometimes putting in bunk beds and renting out the beds for the individual's SSI checks.  They are soliciting people from skid row or DPSS Department.

3/13/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Caller Wendall Watched 60 minutes when Leslie Stahl interviewed Betsy Devos and she asked her if she had visited the schools in Detroit.  She answered no.  So how can she determine what the school needs?
Caller Carrie Do you remember the comic movie rise of the guardian in 2012?  By the first Black Director named Peter Ramsey?  He was a storyboard artist from Baldwin Hill.  He's going to be doing Spider Man this year.
Caller Kenyaka Are we going to be infatuated with politics and entertainment because it's the least that our community benefits from?  What about education and finance?  We should bring people on that advocate for youth.

3/14/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Health - Wellness April Simms GM of Simply Wholesome - Black hair care products.  When we make products that are for us it gives Black Women a sense of dignity and respect for ourselves.



Politics Marqueece Harris-Dawson Councilman and President of the Community Coalition.  Looking in to how to mitigate gentrification.  The new zip codes that are historically African American are not being bought up by other people.   People who are homeless usually live somewhere near their previous home.  African Americans are the only group had a drop of 150,000 in population.  As a city we need to lead the charge to implement policy to address that.
3/15/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Astrology Saharah Ali Every thought and every action is heard by our most high and we must believe our highest good is waiting for us and stop looking backwards and believe in our blessings.

Politics Andre Eggelletion Former syndicated air personality out of Florida and on XM Radio.  Trump's tax cuts will expand the debt and we can expect Federal rates to increase.
3/16/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Coach E Eric Nall Provided three tips for nutrition.  Drink more water, at least 16 ounces after you wake and then 6 to 12 oz. every hour you are awake.  Maintain the amount of sugar intake and keep it under 24 grams, be mindful with the packaged sugars.  Be mindful of sodium you take in which is half teaspoon of salt, cheese, cold cuts breads - east smaller portions throughout the day.  If you are eating more than a fist full of food, then you are eating too much.

Global Politics Cde Mzwandile Makwayiba President of the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU),  National Educators, Health and Allied Workers Unions and President of the World Federation of Trade Unions representing 92 Million Union members in 126 nations.  Discusses the organization, not well organized but has a strong tradition of unions in South Africa.  When Martin Luther King Jr and other Black Activist were alive was in big support of the movement and the labor movement was born out of the struggle.
3/19/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM New Media Monday Felicia "The Poetess" Morris 25 Year career in radio and host of a syndicated Hip Hop Countdown show that aired in 33 U.S. markets at it's peak.   YouTube is one of the leading destinations that people go to research "how to" videos or be entertained.  The internet audience is the most loyal out of all about podcasts.

Law Adia May, Esq. Shares business tips for the entertainment business on Instagram.
Jaaye Person Lynn Esq. Sole practitioner concentrated on criminal defense, housing and civil rights.  Director of "Legal Night" which is part of the National Action Network in LA.  Discusses gang injunctions, constitutional rights and policing.

3/20/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Caller Wendall Fayla Kuti - Woman would be a great CC song.  Please pray for wellness for my father who has fallen ill.
Caller Mollybelle Saw Angela on FB in Dubai having lots of fun and if she gets a chance would like to hear about her trip.
Caller Mrs Tina All those empty warehouse can be used to house homeless people and rent is outrageous.
Caller Jason Believes due to the high rents everybody is moving further out but then the commute will kill you.

3/21/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Health - Wellness Tilita Lutterloh Elite Athlete with a Plant Based diet.    Discusses her vegan diet and it's impact on athletic performance.   80%  Plant, Grains and Fruits (Vegetables).  Balance includes animal or animal products.  Helps with the recovery of difficult training and competition.  Reduces inflammation i.e. joints, muscles etc.
Law - Politics Frank DiPrima, Esq. Legal Blogger after 57 years practicing.  Part of the Family - Dominique's Uncle discusses Trump's Women.  Of the Three the "Hush Agreement" with Stormy Daniels is the one on topic today.  Follows the train of funds for the pay off.  

3/22/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Astrology Saharah Ali The gift of Mercury retrograde requires us to look harder into our lives and work with focus and consciousness because of Saturn.  Mercury rules the two hemispheres of our brain and during retrograde we are drawn closer to spirit and we become more right brain oriented.  It allows us to be true to the reality we want to experience and notice things that we looked over and well be a lot sensitive.   All retrogrades give us time to reevaluate, reform, review, rethink, redo and reinvent ourselves.
History LeGrand Clegg, Esq Promoting his video production "When Black Men Ruled The World".  Revealing history as it was first told.  As it was handed down from generation to generation by the ancient Nubians, Egyptians, Hebrews, Greeks and Romans.
Discussion Boycotting the King Tut Exhibit who ruled for 12 years at the California Science Center.  Each time the exhibit was brought they made a $168 Million Dollars depicting King Tut as white and just recently an exhibit was held depicted Nefertiti white.

3/23/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Caller Grey At best when Donald Trump won the election, theory is he will be kicked out soon.
Caller Darryl I like being apart of the Republican Party so that I can come into the back door and secretly make changes.
Caller Frank Disappointed in the DMV now that people have to call in and make an appt to get your DL which is not easy to do.  Sometimes you have to hold for an hour and many times you can't get the time you want.
Caller Rodney Congratulating Byron Allen for buying the Weather Channel.  Likes to see Black folks getting ahead and making a difference.
Caller Ingrid George Lucas just broke ground on a 1.5 billion dollar museum in South Los Angeles.  We do not need another museum it needs affordable housing 1.5 billion dollars could easily house 36,000 homeless people that we know of on the record.

Health - Wellness Coach E Eric Nall Missteps to your progress:  Stop trying to lose weight instead visualize and create a lifestyle change.  Many times people will lose weight just for an event or vacation.  After the event is over people return to their same old habits.   Your old habits must be in the past and name your new habits for your health a lifestyle.
3/26/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Law Nana Gymafi Discussion:  What legal effect does Stormy Daniels' claims have on 45's White House.

Thandiwe Abdullah A 14 year old high school freshman.  She is co-founder of the Black Lives Matter Youth Vanguard.
3/27/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Hot Topic Tuesday Caller Athena Women's history month we should go to the Library and learn about other women.

Caller David It's nonsense how Blacks are ganging up on Bruno Mars for Misappropriation of Black Music
Caller Delroy How has Trump gotten away with not showing his income taxes?
Caller Ray Why does it take Caucasian to mobilize people to march but when Michael Brown and other Blacks were killed Whites didn't step up like they are now.
Caller Robert It is essential that we vote to get our voices heard and change some of the issues confronting us.
Caller Wendall The march included Black and Brown people but it wasn’t as translucent as it should've been.

3/28/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Wellness - Health Denise Pines Co-Visionary and Head Task Master for Tea Botanic. Hot Flash Tea
Dr. Pei Vuong Expert in nutrition, herbal therapy, vitamin therapy, homeopathy, natural hormone replacement and integrated medicine.  Is the co-founder and original practice using the "TEA", now branded as HotFlash tea.

3/29/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Astrology Saharah Ali Cleaning our plates and clearing our minds.  The new moon helps illuminate our vision and things that are no longer serving us.  We need to clean that plate.  It is very important with mercury in retrograde.  Communication is very important.  It is time to rediscover ourselves.
Politics Dr. David Horne As long as Jeff Sessions is around Trump the problems get exasperated in the White House.  We only see Stormy Daniels and Jared Kushner.  We have people in the WH who should not be giving advise to anyone.  Jared Kushner is money laundering and getting away with it.

Caller Shayon We need to talk about the charging of cops which should be an act of terrorism.  Pull up United States code 18, section 5 and look at the definition of domestic terrorism.
3/30/2018 4:30 - 6:00 AM Radio Free Friday Areva Martin, Esq Passionate, outspoken and insightful.  Ms. Martin is one of the nation's leading voices in the media.  An Attorney, Author and Advocate on social issues.  Ms. Martin's new book "Make It Rain"  How to Use the Media to Revolutionize Your Business & Brand. 


